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GripTight OD High Pressure Test Plug
®
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Faster, safer high pressure hydrostatic testing of pipe and tubing
High Pressure Performance:
Designed for service at pressures to 5,000 psi (343 bar).
Dual Seal Mechanism:
Patented design protects primary seal during installation and
removal operations.
Easy Installation and Removal:
Slip over the end of the pipe, tighten by hand or by using
spanner wrenches, pressurize and begin testing. When testing
is complete, relieve pressure, loosen plug and slide off the
end of the pipe. Spring-loaded gripper sets release, easily
preventing the plug from becoming stuck on the pipe.
Easily Maintained:
Replacement seals and gripper sets are available and can be
easily replaced in the field.
Minimizes Inventory Expense:
Rather than a different size id-style plug for every pipe
schedule or wall thickness combination, one OD GripTight
plug serves the same purpose as several id plugs.
Sizes:
Available for all nominal pipe and tube sizes ranging from 1/4”
to 4”. Metric pipe sizes available.
Standard Materials:
High strength, corrosion resistant aluminum body; hardened
grips; dual seal mechanism is a combination urethane and
fluoroelastomer seal elements.
Until now most conventional test plugs have been limited to sealing inside the bore of the pipe or tube. EST Group’s OD GripTight® design turns
the tables on that. These plugs utilize a unique self-gripping, self-sealing feature to grip and seal along the outside of the pipe or tube.
Operation couldn’t be easier: Just slip the OD GripTight® onto the exposed end of the pipe or tube, tighten either by hand or with simple spanner
wrenches, and begin testing. As pressure is applied, the self-gripping feature tightens the plug’s grip and the self-sealing Dual Seal mechanism
continuously tightens the seal. The patented Dual Seal mechanism is designed to easily accommodate the full tolerance range for the given pipe
or tube size. The primary seal does not come in contact with the pipe until the plug is tightened. This ensures that the primary seal will not be
damaged during plug installation or removal.
EST Group serves the power generation, refining, chemical,
pharmaceutical and offshore industries worldwide. QA
Program certified to ISO-9001.
Can be supplied under ANSI N45.2, NQA-1, and 10CFR50 Appendix B
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Pipe OD
(inches (mm))

Max Operating Pressure (psi (Bar))

Replacement Gripper Set Part
Number

Outlet Size
(NPT-F)

Replacement Seal Kit
Part Number

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-025P-RS

ODGT-025P-GR

0.643 - 0.691
(16.33 - 17.55)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-038P-RS

ODGT-038P-GR

ODGT-050P

0.808 - 0.856
(20.52 - 21.74)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-050P-RS

ODGT-050P-GR

3/4

ODGT-075P

1.018 - 1.066
(25.86 - 27.08)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-075P-RS

ODGT-075P-GR

1

ODGT-100P

1.283 - 1.331
(32.59 - 33.81)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-100P-RS

ODGT-100P-GR

1 1/4

ODGT-125P

1.628 - 1.676
(41.35 - 42.57)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-125P-RS

ODGT-125P-GR

1 1/2

ODGT-150P

1.868 - 1.916
(47.45 - 48.67)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-150P-RS

ODGT-150P-GR

2

ODGT-200P

2.343 - 2.406
(59.51 - 61.11)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-200P-RS

ODGT-200P-GR

2 1/2

ODGT-250P

2.843 - 2.906
(72.21 - 73.81)

5000 (343)

3/4

ODGT-250P-RS

ODGT-250P-GR

3

ODGT-300P

3.468 - 3.532
(88.09 - 89.71)

3000 (206)

3/4

ODGT-300P-RS

ODGT-300P-GR

3 1/2

ODGT-350P

3.968-4.032
(100.79-102.41)

3000 (206)

3/4

ODGT-350P-RS

ODGT-350P-GR

4

ODGT-400P

3000 (206)

3/4

ODGT-400P-RS

ODGT-400P-GR

Nominal Pipe
Size

Part Number

1/4

ODGT-025P

0.508 - 0.556
(12.90 - 14.12)

3/8

ODGT-038P

1/2

4.468-4.532
(113.49-115.11)

Ordering Information
Specify the following when placing your order with EST Group:
• Nominal pipe size
• Pipe material
• Desired working pressure.
If test plug will come in contact with any chemicals other than water,
please identify and contact your EST Customer Service representative.
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